Vanity by Design
Hudson 60-Inch Double Bathroom Vanity

Specification Sheet

Inspired by the Hampton's, a very special place where New
Yorkers retreat for the summer to relax and take in the sea breeze,
is our Hudson series.
Our Hudson 60-inch Double Bathroom Vanity is a freestanding
vanity that features a skinnier, lightweight silhouette. This series
focuses on cabinetry on the top half, followed by a beachcottage-inspired bottom shelf for open storage that’s held
together by sleek legs.
This model features drawers and cabinets. There are two pull-out
drawers on the right side. Each side features one cabinet with two
doors.
We pair this model with circular knobs to keep it simple while
blending in with your choice of bathroom décor.
The essence of this much-loved style is incorporated into our
design, allowing you to create this luxury and casual elegance in your own bathroom.

To view full dimensions, please visit us at www.vanitybydesign.net
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Naturally Sourced, Italian Carrara Marble
Our authentic, natural marble tops are sourced from Carrara, Italy. Carved from
ancient mountains, each piece has its own texture, which is considered a true
signature of authenticity.
Each piece is carefully selected by grade. We use the highest quality we can
for each vanity. Each piece is then carefully cut, shaped, polished and sealed
to size.
Our basins are affixed to the stone top with specialized, flexible glue specifically
designed to withstand the most dramatic temperature variations.
Note: It's recommended to seal natural marble tops every 12 months with a
stone protective sealer.

Ethically Sourced, Hardwood Oak
Each cabinet is individually handcrafted from start to finish, beginning with the
careful selection of timber.
Our timber comes from environmentally-friendly, plantation farms that grow
hardwood oak with the intentions of being harvested.
After being sourced, we then use our wood in all parts of our vanity, from the
drawers to the cupboards and the outer shell. We utilize as much as we can by
individually gluing, thickening and joining of each piece to create the doors and
end panels.

Finishes & Hardware
Our vanities are given 3 coats of paint and finish to lock in their vibrant hues. This also helps the vanity stand up
to the everyday conditions of your home. Our vanities come in a variety of colors and finishes.
You can't have an amazing bathroom vanity without talking about the hardware. That's like forgetting the
jewelry to your amazing outfit! Our vanities are paired with trendy metal hardware that pairs with the color. We
utilize chrome-plated and brass metal for our shell-shaped handles, elegant handles, and simple knobs. We also
bring in leather accessories to our contemporary models for a touch of modern minimalism.
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